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ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF REGIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

ON THE 'LOCATION OF MANUFACTURING FACILITIES:

A REVIEW OF RECENT METHODS AND FINDINGS

by

F.J. Calzonetti and R.C. Hemphill

ABSTRACT

This report gives federal agencies backgTound information to

help them assess the impacts that siting a nuclear-waste storage

facilitycould have on industriesmaking location decisions in various

regions of influence. It reviews two major research methods used to

analyze reasons for location choices: economic-based or econometric

methods and survey-based factor-ranking methods, itsummarizes the

results of studies that have used these methods, identifying and

ranking factors shown to be important to industriesmaking location

decisions throughout the nation and in western states. Neither

economic-based nor survey-based studies have shown the public's

perceptions of a region to be an important determinant in the

selection of new m_nufacturing sites,although consideration of the

level of amenities is gaining importance in the West. in general,

availablestudies are inconclusive with respect to the extent to which

perceptions about hazards play a role in the location of manufacturing

facilitiesin any region of the nation.

SUMMARY

The purposes of this report are to (I)summarize the methods researchers often

use to evaluate the factors influencing industriallocation decisionsand (2)identify those

factors that have been most influentialin such decisions. The report is intended to

provide the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Civilian Radioactiv_ Waste

Management with bette._,information to assess the potential impacts that the location of

a nuclear waste storage facilitycould have on industrial location decision making in

regions of influence. Since the literatureon industriallocation isextensive, one way to

approach it,as proposed by Blair and Premus (1987), is to categorize studies into those

that use econometric research methods and those that use survey-based factor-ranking
research methods.

This report describes both of these methods and examines their respective

strengths and weaknesses. First, however, it considers a problem that often dictates

research design and that isuniversalto allwho undertake industrialstudies: the problem

of obtaining a listingof new plants.
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Following a review of econometric and survey-based factor methods, thisreport

p1:esents asummak'y of findings from studies that have used these two methods to

identify factors important in industriallocation decisions. Findings reveal that in neither

type of study has the public'sperceived risk of the region'shazardous facilitiesbeen an

important determinant in the selection of new manufactur'ing sites. However, little

research has been conducted to determine whether the location of such hazardous

facilitiesinfluences either industriallocation decisionsor the distributionof industry.

Finally,thisrepot__summarizes those factors most important in influencingfirms

to locate in the United States and in the western states in particular. Among the

conclusions are that (I)many plants are located without any prior search having been

undertaken, especially a search that compares multistate regions of the country, and

(2)one of the important reasons for selecting western regions as a site for new

manufacturing facilitiesis a community's amenities and its liveability. At present, too

few studies exist to make any general conclusions regarding the role that hazardous

facilitiesplay in t.heperceptions or"azl,enities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF AND RATIONALE FOR THIS REVIEW

This report addresses the effects that public perceptions of hazardous facilities

could have on decisions to locate industrialfacilitiesin different regions of the United

States. This issue has become an area of concern in recent years, because studies

assessing socioeconomic impacts from hazardous energy projects have been devoting

more attention to perception-based impacts.* For example, the ramifications of

perceived risk and other negative imagery have been discussed in particular in two

relativelyrecent reports. One discusses the potential socioeconomic impacts that could

resultfrom the siting of a permanent radioactive waste repository in Nevada; the other

discussesthe potential effects from sitinga monitored retrievablestorage (MRS) facility

in Tennessee. The firstreport is a summary of an aggressive study sponsored by the

state of Nevada (Mountain West Research 1989). A thorough discussion of the factors

under consideration within the state of Tennessee isincluded in CBER (1985).

According to Mountain West Research, the State of Nevada's interim report on

its research findings separates socioeconomic impacts into two categories: standard

impacts and special effects. Special effects include all perception-based impacts;

standard impacts include what istypicallycovered in the framework of an environmental

impact statement. The Nevada report then devotes the majority of its discussion to

special effects. The researchers claimed that they focused on these types of

socioeconomic impacts because the repository'shazardous characteristics could affect

Nevada in two ways: by diminishing the quality of lifefor the Nevada residents and by

reducing the economic base of the state.

The! report's discussion of the potential impacts from the stigma, image

problems, and perceptions of risk concentrates on the resultsof numerous surveys and

interviews conducted over the past three years. Special mention is made of how a

deterioratinl_image of Nevada could influence businesses to locate elsewhere, thus

negatively affecting Nevada's economy.

The Nevada report discussesfour differentsurvey methods used to determine the

potential of each of the impacts mentioned above:

i. A general riskperception survey was conducted using national and

Nevada samples to assess the risks people associate with nuclear

energy and itsconsequent wastes.

2. A national survey was conducted to determine the relative

attractiveness of Las Vegas as a choice for siting housing and

*As described by Hemphill et al. (1990), the term "perception-based impacts" includes

risk perception, stigmas and any other negative imagery related to the nuisance factor

of a hazardou.s waste facility.



businesses and to determine the sensitivity of opinions on
attractiveness to the introduction of nuclear wastes.

3. Telephone surveys were conducted to determine the images

associated wi'thNevada and Las Vegas and to assessthe implications

of such imagery on economic behavior.

4. Special surveys were conducted to assess the impacts of the

repository on convention planning, tourism, business location

decisions,and economic development potential.

lt is also likelythat any organized opposition to an MRS sitingeffort would rely

on showing negative impacts in these four areas. For example, a frequently quoted

report on the potential socioeconomic impacts from sitingan MRS in Tennessee (CBER

1988) concentrates on the economic effects of changing perceptions and how these

changes influence business location.

The studies indicate that substantial impacts to major sectors of an economy

may occur in any area where a radioactive waste storage facilityis located. These

economic impacts are a resultof the public'simage of radioactive waste, whether that L

image is based on perceptions of risk or on a stigma attached to the area surrounding

such a facility.In other words, the studies hypothesize that there isa riskto any region

hosting a radioactive-waste storage facilitybecause, among other things,such a facility

could make the region less attractive to industry. Those responsiblefor determining the

location of new (or the expansion cf existing)industrialfacilitiesmight tend to avoid

considering regions hosting nuclear waste facilities.The impact would be to reduce the

region'semployment and tax revenues compared with what they might have been without

the repository.

In response to the increased concern about the issuesreflected in these reports,

the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management needs

information to assess the potential impacts of a nuclear waste facility on industrial

location in any region. To provide thisinformation, thisreport (i)reviews the methods

that have been used to investigate factors influencing industriallocation decisions and

(2)summarizes the factors that have been shown to affect industrial location, both

nationwide and in the western states specifically.The review shows that the issue of risk

perception was not explicitly considered in any of the'past studies investigating the

location decision-making process used by manufacturing facilities.However, many of

the past studies did consider the importance of a region'samenities and disamenities with

respect to making decisions on where to locate new (or expand existing) manufacturing

facilities. From the results of these studies, inferences can be made about the

importance of a hypothesized nuisance, such as a nuclear waste repository,as a factor in
location decisions.

1.2 CATEGORIZATION OF RESEARCH METHODS USED IN PREVIOUS STUDIES

This report categorizes the decision-making methods used to determine location

into two types -- the econometric research method and the survey-based factor-ranking



method -- and summarizes the literature that provides the context for these two

methods. The factors affecting industriallocation nationwide are then reviewed, using

published studies that emphasized these methods in their research. Finally,factors that

have been shown to influence industriallocation in the western states are summarized,

using a study conducted by the West Virginia University and funded by the Economic

Development Administration.

Studies of industriallocation can be traced to the nineteenth century and have a

long tradition in economics and geography. Generally, such studies can be classified

according to two types: theoretical studies and empirical studies. Theoretical studies

aim to provide a general theory for the location of industry. These studies originated

with the work of Weber (1909),and theirnumber has grown significantlythroughout this

century. Theoretical studies are often divided into two types based on their approach.

The least-cost approach focuses on developing theories to explain how industrial

locationsare selected to minimize totalcosts. The locational interdependence approach

_ocuses on developing theories to explain how industriallocations are selected to control

a market area and to maximize sales. Other studies, such as those by Greenhut (1956)

and Smith (1966), synthesize these two theoretical approaches. Although theoretical

studies are not the emphasis of this report and thus will not be discussed further here_

the interestedreader can find a good review of them in Smith (1981).

Empirical studiesare the most pervasive, extending across several disciplinesand

into the popular literature. In this report, the focus is on empirical studies dealing with

manufacturing industries. One way to organize this literature is to use the categories

developed by Blair and Premus (1987), who classify empirical studies into two types:

econometric studies and survey studies. An alternative approach issuggested by Bartels,

Nicol, and Duijn (1982),who classifystudiesas either "macro-studies" or "micro-studies,"

according to the level of aggregation oi"the data. According to Bartels,Nicol,and Duiin,

macro-studies are those that use aggregate data normally found at the national or state

level. Most macro-studies in the industrial location literature employ econometric

methods of analysis. By contrast, micro-studies use data that have been collected on

individualunits,such as manufacturing facilitiesor firms. Most micro-studies employ

survey-based methods, in which information iscollected fro[._questionnaires or through

interviews. Once the data have been collected, the researcher may use econometric

methods, classificationprocedures, or descriptivestatisticsto analyze the data.

This report discusses both econometric studies and survey-based studies, with the

understanding that there is not always a clear separation between the two approaches;

i.e., econometric studies often involve macroeconomic ("macro") data and some

microeconomic ("micro") data, and many survey-based studies involve econometric

analysis.

1.3 SOURCES OF INDUSTRIAL DATA USED FOR PREVIOUS STUDIES

Before econometric methods and survey-based factor-ranking methods are

reviewed here, one of the major problems in industrialanalysis needs to be discussed:

the lack of a comprehensive source of plant-level data. A preferred source is the

U.S. Bureau of the Census publication, County Business Patterns, which is updated and
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published each year (unlike the quinquennial economic censuses such as the Censu_ of
Manufactures). This report tabulates data obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
on the total number of establishments for each Standard Industrial Class!ification (SIC)

code across nine employment categories.* It is considered to be a "universe" file.

However, it lists only the total number of establishments from year to year; therefore, it
can be used only as a means to determine changes in the number of establishments each

year. Plants open and close, but the report does not directly measure these plant "births"
or closures. Furthermore, County Business Patterns does not list plant names and
addresses and thus cannot be used as a source from which to draw samples.

Many industrial researchers who need information on plant births or the names
and addresses of plants purchase files from Dun and Bradstreet Corp. (D&B), which

maintains the Market Identifiers File, a file that provides detailed information on

approximately 5.5 million businesses. Dun and Bradstreet, as well as others, claim that
this file ls the most comprehensive file on business. However, recent :reviews have

challenged these claims. For example, Schwartz (1987)obtained a random sample of
1378 New Jersey"new" firmsfrom the Market identifiersFilebut found thatonly 35% of
the firms in this sample were actuallynew businesses. Furthermore, because local

relocationsand acquisitionsare often considered"new" firms in the Market identifiers
File,the statisticsare inflatedand unreliable.This point is important because many

researchersuse the D&B Market identifiersFileboth in econometric studies(toidentify
the number of new plantsthat have op__nedin an area over a periodof time) and as a

source of mailinglistsforsurveyresearchprojects.

Other sources of data include state manufacturing directoriesand state
employment securityadministrationfiles.However, many stateindustrialdirectoriesdo
not include the date of plant establishment,and the comprehensiveness of these

directoriesvariesconsiderably.State employment securitydata (ES-202 files)are very
difficultto obtain since they contain confidentialinformation about particular
establishmentsthatcannotbe publiclyreleased.

*The Standard IndustrialClassification(SIC) system is the classificationstandard
underlyingall establishment-basedfederal economic statisticsthat are classifiedby

type of industry. The SIC system covers the entirefieldok"economic activitiesand
defines industriesin accordance with the composition and structureof the economy.

This classificationsystem isused in any comprehensive study that compares industries
inthe U°S.economy.



2 REVIEW OF METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE FACTORS
AFFECTING INDUSTRIAL LOCATION DECISIONS

This section of the report examines the econometric and the survey-based

factor-ranking methods for determining the factors affecting industriallocation
decisions. In additionto describingthese methods, literatureis cited that shows how
researchershave used these methods.

2.1 ECONOMETRIC METHOD

As discussedin the introduction,the econometric method foranalyzingthe basis

on which the locationsfor manufacturing facilitiesare chosen usuallyinvolvesthe

statisticalanalysisof aggregate data (macro-leveldata). This method of explaining
locationdecisionmaking assumes that patterns can be identifiedby observing large

groups of facilitiesnationwide..This sectionof the report describesthe econometric
approach and discussesthe advantagesand disadvantagesof itsimplementation.

2.1.1 Description

According to Blairand Premus (1987),econometric studiesexamine where firms

locate or investigateother factors that indicatechanges in or levels of industrial
activity,such as employment ina particulararea (standardmetropolitanstatisticalarea

or SMSA, county,state,or multistateregion). These stu.']iesare sometimes classified
intotwo types: ones that evaluateindustrylocationinan interstateor intermetropolitan
settingand ones that evaluate industrylocationin an incrametropolitansetting. As

mentioned previously,a problem faced by allindustriallocationresearchersisthatthere
isno singlecomprehensive sourceof data listingthe number of new establishmentsthat

have opened or closedin an area over a particularperiod.Thus, ifthe researcherwishes
to examine establishment trends by industry,only changes in the number of

establishmentsacross periodscan be examined by usingcensus data. Actual new-firm
formationdata must be derivedfrom alternativesources.

As a result,many industriallocationresearchers model industrialgrowth by

consideringfactors other than the number of establishments -- factors ch as
employment, value added, or investment. As discussedby Bartik(1985),two models can
be used. One is the disequilibrium-adjustmentmodel, in which "the change in the

dependent variableover the period is relatedto levelsof independent variablesat the
beginningof the period" (Plautand Pluta 1983, p. 102). This model is based on the

assumption that the differencesin industrialprofitabilityat the beginningof the period

are large enough to cause differencesin the rate of industrialgrowth. According to
Bartik(1988),changes ineconomic activityinan area can be expressedas a functionof
levelsof the area'scharacteristics,as follows:

A. - A. = B'X. - A + e. (i)
tt tt-I _t it-i tt
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I Ait = the activity level of area iat time t,

8 : coefficientfor X,

Xit = a vector of observed characteristicsat area ifor time period t,and

eit = the disturbance term.

Ordini!iryleast-squares regression is typically used to estimate the coefficients. (As in

any le_ast-squaresregression analysis,the abilityof the model to provide an acceptable

estimiate of the coefficients is dependent on the exhibited strength of the stochastic

assumptions regarding the error term.) As isdiscussed later,Plaut and Pluta (1983) use

four Classes of independent variables in predicting three measures of economic activity

in different states. The dependent variables used are value added, employment, and

capital stock (allexTpressed as percent change) over the 1967-1972 and 1972-1977 time

periods.

This model has also been used with micro-level data (Carlton 1979, 1983; Bartik

1985). Carlton (1979)uses thismodel to evaluate the birth of new manufacturing plants

(newlfirms and branch plants) for selected industriesacross SMSAs. Micro-Level data on

plants are related to the economic characteristics of the SMSA. Thus this approacl_ is

based on the assumption that the birth of new manufacturing plants over a particular

time period isrelated to the economic activitiesinan SMSA.

In contrast to this "changes/levels" model is the "changes/changes" model, in

which growth in a region is a result of changes in an area's characteristics. This model

expressed as follows (Bartik 1985):

A. - A. = kB(X - Xit_l) + (I - k)(A. - Ai ) + e. - e (2)
lt It-i -- -it _t-I t-2 _t [t-I

Newman (1983) provides an illustrationof this model, in which the dependent variable is

a measure of change in total employment across two overlapping time periods, 1957-1965

and 1965-1973, expressed as follows:

ATE = (E .I/E O) _ (E.I/E.O) (3)
Sl si I I

wllere:

_TE = relativechange intotal employment,

1
Esi = totalemployment instate s for industry i in the terminal year,

0
Esi = employment in state s for industry in the initialyear,

a



EiI = totalemployment in the nation for industryi in the terminal
year,and

Ei0 = employment in thenationfor industryi inthe initialyear.

Independent variablesin Newman's model are corporate income tax, unionization,and
businessclimate(asexpressedby havinga right-to-worklaw).

Bartik(1985)summarizes the advantages and disadvantagesof each model. The
changes/changes model does not account for the possiblecorrelationbetween an area's

existingfixed effects and the area's observed characteristics. By contrast, the
changes/levels model provides estimates of the relative importance of various

characteristicsbased upon these omitted fixed effects_ Bartik also notes that the

changes/changes model has greater bias because it employs "differencing,"which,
although iteliminatesmuch of the truevariance,does not eliminatemeasurement error
variance in the X variables. Thus, when the independent variablesare specifiedas

changes,more noiseispresent. Because much of the true variancein the X variabtesis
eliminatedin the changes/changes model, the changes/levelsmodel islikelyto resultin
estimates with smaller standard errors. Bartik also observes that the changes/levels

model requires a smaller amount of data to make estimations than does the
changes/changes model, sinceitrequiresdata on the levelof the X variablesforonly one

time periodand on thelevelof industrialactivityforonly two time periods.By contrast,

the changes/changesmodel requiresdata on the X variablesfor two time periodsand on
industrialactivityfor threetime periods.

Many studies in the literaturedifferon which dependent and independent
variablesand method of estimationto use. Because of the many approachesused and the

differentvariablesbeingstudied,itmay appear thatthere issome confusionat)outhow
industriallocationtheory can be applied. However, the econometric approach has

severalkey advantages that make ita popular method for industriallocationanalysis.
The next few sectionsdiscussthe advantages and disadvantages of the econometric
method.

2.1.2 Advantages

The major advantages of the econometric method are these:(I)the data are
easilyaccessible,(2)the research isrelativelyinexpensive,(3)one can controland test

for the significanceof particularvariables,and (4)the researcheris evaluatingactual
behaviorusingobservationswithinthe market.

2.1.2.1Most Data Are EasilyAccessible

One of the most compellingreasonsthateconometric approachesto the study of

industriallocationare so popularisthatthey can be conducted easily.As willbe shown
later,it is very difficultto obtain micro-leveldata on specificplant characteristics.
Macro-level data, however, are readilyaccessibleat variousgeographic scales (state,

county, SMSA) and thus can be used to evaluate the significanceof factorsaffecting

H
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industrialgrowth or decline. The easiest approach is to use U.S. Bureau of the Census

data in a cross-sectional analysis using states, counties, or SMSAs as the unit of

observation in a changes/changes or changes/levels model. The dependent variable would

be some measure of industrial activity, and the independent variables would be the

location attributes that the researcher considers influentialto industrialactivity. An

alternative approach is to use the micro-level data with the macro-level data. This

approach analyzes information on plant births by region as a function of each region's

attributes. This approach, which has been applied by Carlton (1979, 1983),Osier (1979),

Bartik (1985), and Schmenner, Huber, and Cook (1987), utilizesplant birth information

from D&B.

2.1.2.2 Research Is Inexpensive

lt is not very expensive to access data from census files for use in an

econometric model. If the researcher wishes to use the number of plant openings as a

dependent variable, D&B's Market IdentifiersFile,state manufacturing directories,or

state employment security commission fileswillneed to be used. The minimum cost for

ordering the Market IdentifiersFile isabout $2000; however, the researcher often has to

spend many times that amount to clean up the fileso the data are useful for research.

Much of the data needed _'orthe independent variablesare available from the census files

also.

2.1.2.3 Significance of Particular Variables Is Tested

The econometric method is ideally suited for testing the significance of

particula," variables because it controls for all other identified factors. In this way, the

researcher can test for the significance of a minor factor, such as infrastructure or

taxes,on industry location ---a factor that normally would be overpowered by traditional

market and production cost factors. Thus, the method may be usefulfor testing whether

public perception is a significantvariable in decisions to [ocate plants in regions where

noxious facilitiesexist. The method's usefulness, of course, is based on the assumption

that perceptions are identifiedand measured in a manner consistent with that used for
the other variables inthe data base.

2.1.2_4 Conelmsions Are Based on Actual Behavior

Another advantage of using the econometric method to study industriallocation

is that the researcher is evaluating the actual behavior of the decision maker. The

researcher associates the attributes of locations to the locations actually selected. One

very useful approach is to obtain data on locations that were considered but rejected as

well as data on the locationsthat were selected. This information isimportant because

most new plants are selected without a location search having been conducted; thus, one

cannot d_termine if the characteristics of a location had any bearing on the choice.

Also, orly by studying how decision makers reject one location in favor of another can

the presence or significance of a particular variable be evaluated. Schmenner, Huber,
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and Cook (i987)use such information in their two-stage muitinomial [ogit model to

determine why manufacturers rejected certain states in favor of others.

2.1.3 Disadvau_es

The major disadvantages of the econometric method are (,I)data constraints,

(2)the difficulty of making inferences about individual behavior from ecological

information, and (;3.)thedifficultyof interpreting the results.

2,1.3.1Some Data Are Not Accessible

Al.though data for many ecc.,1omi:cvariables are ava]l.aDlefrom the census, the

data for many of the other variables necessary to conduct this analysis are not easi,ly

accessible. For example, since many researchers have difficultydeaiin_ with the market

vari'able,they use surrogates to represent proximity to mar_cet. Such surrogates,

however, are often unsuccessful because itis generally impossible to know the location

from which a plant is shipping a product. [n an attempt to ascertain the significance of

market proximity as a location factor, Wheat (1986)uses various _tate ratios,which

include variables for manut'acturing employment, population_ and pet}'scnalincome, as

well as measures of how far the Location is_rom the manufacturing be_.',_Pl.autand Pluta

(1983, p. 10'4) measure markets by using a ratio of personal inC'_!}r.,_epotential to

m;_nufacturing v_ue-a'dded potential,based upon distances from the pogulation centroids

across states. The assumption is that "manufacturers are expected to locate relatively

close to under-served markets to reduce transportation costs and'to avoid competition."

Population potential may not be a significant factor to manufacturers of specialized

components, but it isprobably a good measure for some industries,such as printing.

As mentioned previously, industrialresearchers find plant-specific details very

useful (and many times require them). _{owever, the type of data required depends

entirelyon what isbeing explained. For example, ifthe dependent variable ischanges in

(or levels of) establishments or employment, having facility-specificdata is not as

critical. Because some data are _eadily available whereas other data are not, some

researchers tend to focus on those variablesfor which data are available.

2.1.3.2 Conclusions about _dividual Behavior Are Inferred

A general problem with cross-sectional econometric studies is that the

conclusions often discuss factors that influence individual decision makers, yet the

analysiswas conducted at a larger unitof observation. For example, many recent studies

have found that a mild climate is associated with regional employment growth. The

conclusion from these studies isthat businesses want to open new plants in places where

the climate is mild. The problem, however, is that the relationshi9 may be totally

spurious, and that climate may be related to other variables, such as levels of

unionization,being considered by decision makers locating new plants.
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2.1.3.3 Interpreting ResultsIsDifficult

Researchers sometimes e_eepuzzled by the results of an econometric analysis.
EnerB'Y costs, in particular, tend to be diffieult to interpret° For instance, Carlton (I983)
found thatelectricitypriceswere stronglyrelatedto the locationof branch plants,even

for an industrythat was not electricityintensive.Carltonconcludesthat"the magnitude
of tb:eelectricitypricecoefficientand even the sum of energy pricesissurprisinglylarge
relativeto the wage coefficientbased on aggregate industrysharesin energy and labor

sharesin production. Itispossibleeitherthat energy isactingas a proxy for pricesof
other inputsthat are heavi{yenergy dependent,or that the technology of new firms is

such that they are more energy-intensivethan existingfirms in the industry"(p.446).
Thus, the results of Cariton's study actually generate more questions about the
importanceof electricityinchoosingan industriallocation.

2.2 SURVEY FACTOR-RANKING METHOD

The other major method of analyzingindus'riallocationdecisionsisthe micro-

based approachusingsurveys. The followingsectionsintroducethe survey _'actor-_anl<in_
approach and discussthe advantagesand disadvantagesof itsimpLementatiorl.

2.2.1 Description

Many studies of industrial location rank the factors that are important to those
who are choosing the location. These factors are then re}ated to plant characteristics,
and conclusions are drawn about which factors are most influential in decisions to [crate

certain types of plants or industries in particular locations. The ranking is drawn from
direct surveys of key personnel who make the decision whether to locate new or

expanded facilities in particular locations. Carefully designed questionnaires are sent to

the decision makers, asking them to rank the factors that played a rote in determining
where to locate their facilities. The following text discusses the advantages and
disadvantages of this method.

2.2.2 Advantages

Survey methods are very popularfor theseL-easons:(I)data are obtainedat the
plantlevel,(2)the actualdecisionmaker providesthe information,(3)the researchercan

learn about the interrelationshipsamong locationfactors,(4)a weighting of allfactors
may be obtained, (5)the context of the locationdecision can be ascertained,and
(6)resultsare easilyinterpreted.

2.2.2.1Plant-LevelData Are Used

The survey method yields information about particularplants that is not

attainableinmacro-studies.This plant-leveldata can be a richsourceof informationfor

furtheranalysisfrom which conclusionsabout plant behavior can be derived. In many

' 'I ........... ,')Jll '{{ II' l{IJl" ,,'{II Ifllr_llIl'Illl, tllIJ1',lll{{ ' ,,r lllq,Ip...... ,I_JJlllHp;IrlPlll, III" III'II li 'II"i_,_llllll r11"11qlllr .... ]I_}I{I{ n{_'' ,i, fill, 'l'IF_l_illl""' lll'l{lllll_r 'll_{llnl{]IIl II{I II"' 'llgIl']l ' ' l{rll' ,IIiIIii,III_I 11,
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macro analyses, researchers attempt to identify factors important in influencing the

choice of plant location by using econometric techniques in cross-sectional studies.

Whereas data availabilityisan advan_age of econometric analysis,the form of the data

severely restrictsthe researcher. In survey studies, the researcher does not speculate

about plant activity on the basis of changes inemployment or numbers of establishments;

instead, the researcher gets direct information about plant op_:ningsor closures.

2.2.2.2 Conculsions about Individual Behavior Are Made Directly

Perhaps the most compelling reason for the popularity of the survey method is

that the survey goes directly to the person or persons involved in making the location

decision. This direct approach allows the researcher to draw conclusions about the

factors that plant managers or other decision makers actually used in making their

location decision. The researcher doe_ not infer the importance of factors on the basis
or'behavior.

By contrast, researchers using econometric methods report their resultsin terms

of _he significance of variables in their study. They may have difficultylinking the

findings to plant location behavior. Part of the problem occurs when unexpected

variables that are difficultto explain (or that are not consistent with currently accepted

theory) appear to be significant. Other researchers create variables to provide a better

fitto the data, and one never knows how many regressions were undertaken before the

significantresults were achieved. Some rc._rchers even confess that certain variables

were significant"in early runs of the regressions."

At the more basic level,however, isthe problem of using statisticalapproaches

to explain individual behavior when the motives underlying individual decisions are

unknown, or when methods of association are used to explain cause-and-effect

_'elationships. Many macro econometric studies encounter difficultiesin measuring

variables (Bartels,Nicol, and Duijn 1982). As previously mentioned, the market variable

in particular is very problematic. By contrast, in a survey study, the importance of

markets and other factors can be directly ascertained.

When one conducts surveys, one can also gather specific information about the

nature of the location search process by asking questions such as these: Was a search

actually undertaken? Did the search process involve a multistate region? Were other

localitiesconsidered and rejected? What led to the rejection of these other regions or

localities?

2.2.2.3 Factor Ratings Can Be Related to Other Variables '

Because the researcher goes directly to the person making the location decision,

other relevant inforrn.ationabout the firm or person can be ascertained, thereby

providing a rich data bank for understanding location decisions. The researcher can then

relate these location factors to the characteristics of the plant. Developing a plant-

specific context based on these types of data can be important, because a location factor

may be crucial to production-based branch plants but insignificant to other types of

{_ plants,such as new, single-plantestablishments. =

m
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2°2.2.4 All Factors Are Evaluated

The survey method allows the researcher to evaluate the contribution of many

factors that may influence the location decision,not simply the principal factors. This

capability can be important, given the often-times highly idiosyncratic way in which

people make decisions. Sometimes the final choice of location is determined by what

appear to be inconsequential factors, because the seemingly important location factors

were considered initially,when candidate sites from which to choose were being

identified. Survey studies with extensive listsof location factors are able to detect

these seemingly minor influences, which may, in fact, be important. Since many

locations may be equally attractive, the manager may decide upon the final location

because of a seemingly minor personal factor that ultimately makes the selected site

appealing (Schmenner 1982).

On. the other hand, econometric methods are useful if one wishes to examine

particular research questions, such as the impact of industrial parks on industrial

location. Such studies allow the :eseamcher to control for other variables and to evaluate

the significance of the variable in question, which is useful in testing particular

hypotheses. This type of testing isalso necessary in many cases in which one istryingto

evaluate the significance of public investments, such as infrastructure,which generally

are facto_:sthat are not as significantas the traditionallocation factors.

2.2.2.5 Contert of SitingDecisions m Considered

The survey approach also allows the researcher to consider the location decision

within the lar_er conte_t of making decisions to either start up a business or to expand

capacity (Schmenner 1982). One may be able to determine whether the goal in locating

the plant is to compete in new markets, expand production capacity, relocate existing

production facilities,or introduce a new product line. Also, the decision maker's choice

can be analyzed to determine ifprofit maximization, risk reduction, or some other goal

was the primary motivation underlying the choice of location and the ratings of factors.

For instance, a firm may locate in a state with a high labor cost because management's

primary concern isnot to minimize production costs but to expand into a new market.

Furthermore, if the questionnaire is properly designed, the researcher can

distinguish between factors influencing the regional search and those important in

selecting the locality. This information is important for public policymakers, who may

need to know what factors are significant in making their state more attractive to

industry, or who may wish to know how particular localities could become more

competitive. The researcher can also determine how knowledgeable plant-location

decision makers are about programs offered by goverrlment agencies. Kieschnick (1981,

pp. 71-72) found that less than 20% of business decision makers opening new firms were

aware of incentive programs in the state in which they located a new business. For

branch plants, tb__ percentage was higher, with about half of the decision makers

interviewed being aware of state incentive programs. Such information can be useful to

officialsin publicizing their incentive programs or in modifying programs ifthey are not

reaching their target audience.

{{
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2.2.2.6 Reporting and Interpreting Results Are Easy

Survey results are easy to report ard interpret. Depending on the nature of the

survey, one can list factors in order of their importance, use the results in descriptive

statistical analysis, or employ the results in econometric analyses to explain the choice

of location. [f interviews with decision makers are taken and recorded, the researcher

can apply content analysis to rank location factors by their significance (Stafford 1985).

No matter how information is collected, tables that rank faetors as most important,

important, or insignificantcan be readily constructed. The factor ratings can also be

used in a discriminant model to distinguishbetween categories of plants or searchers

(Townroe 1985). Also, information collected from surveys (such as states considered in

the search process) can be used in logit or probit models to test for the significance of

factors in the choice of location (Schmenner, Huber, and Cook 11987).

2.2.3 D'isadvanta_es

Despite the important advantages, the survey method has disadvantages. These

include (I)the expense of survey research studies, (2)the frequent low response rate,

(3)difficulty in contacting the correct persons, (4)responses from unauthorized

}ndividuals, (5)restriction by location or industry, (6)difficulty in obtaining

comprehensive plant addresses, (7)sample censoring due to closures or relocations, and

(8)respondent bias.

2.2.3.1 Research Is Expensive

Survey research projects are very expensive. As willbe shown later,in both mail

and telephone surveys, just obtaining a [islingof"plants to be contacted can be expensive

in itself. In the case of mail questionnaire _urveys, the survey instrument needs to be

developed, copied, and then mailed with a cover letterand return postage. [fthe project

is being funded by a federal agency, the questionnaire will also require Office of

Management and Budget clearance before the study can begin. This clearance takes

from three to six months, in addition to the time needed to prepare the statement --

delays that add to cost. Once the questionnaire is mailed, follow-up postcards, letters,

or telephone calls are necessary if the response rate is low. Furthermore, additional

questionnaires must be mailed to those who did not return the original questionnaire.

Finally,when the questionnaire is returned, the responses need to be coded and entered

intothe computer for analysis.

Telephone surveys are equally expensive. A typical interview takes about 20

minutes once the correct person is identifiedand agrees to the interview. [n addition to

paying telephone bills,the researcher needs to pay for the ,ervices of interviewers. As

was the case for mail surveys, responses need to be coded and entered into a computer

for analysis.
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2.2.3.2 Response Rate Can Be Poor

Many industrial location surveys have poor response rates that can affect the
degrees of freedom in statistical analysis. Unfortunately, many researchers fail to
disclose this information in reporting their results. Generally, the response rates from

small, single-plant establishments are higher than those from large multiplant firms,
because in the former case the person who made the location decision is easier to

contact and more likely to participate in the su_ley. With large multiplant firms,

identifying the appropriate individual is often difficult because the questionnaire may
arrive at the desk of a plant manager who was not involved in the location decision. The
manager, in turn, may either send the questionnaire to the headquarters or discard it.

Also, many larger firms have a policy of not responding to questionnaires for fear of
disclosing information to competitors.

2.2.3.3 Conta_Ling the Appropriate Persons Can Be Difficult

Often it is difficult to identify the person(s) involved in the location decision;

this problem occurs more often for large multiplant firms but also occurs for small

plants. The problem becomes more acute the farther back in time the researcher goes
when constructing the list of plants to include in the survey. When lists contain plants
that were sited in the recent past, the Likelihood of contacting those actuaily involved in
the location decision is increased. When lists contain older plants, however, managers

unknowledgeable about the location decision may be contacted, since those who were
involved in the decision may have left the company and the present managers do net

know the history of the plant's siting. In such eases, data may be unobtainable.

For a large firm, such as a Fortune 500 firm, contacting the correct individual

can be extremely challenging. The firm may have delegated an office to handle decisions
on locating new plants, management may have organized a committee to select a
location, or the firm may have hired a locational consultant to recommend a location.

2.2.3.4 Unauthorized Individuals May Respond

If the questionnaire is sent to a department, it may be completed by individuals
who were not involved in the location decision and who therefore respond based on their

impressionsof which factorswere most important indetermini_Igtheplant'slocation.In
such cases,the researcherusuallycannot evaluatewhether the responsesare accurate.

2.2.3.5 Results May Be Location- or hndustry-Specific

Because survey studies are very expen: :re, they need to be restricted by location
or industrialsector. Often researcherswillundertake a study of particularindustriesor

of allfirms in a small region. Thus, the resultsmay be unique to the regionor industry

and not applicableto other regionsor industries.Often, in a regionalstudy,there istoo
much variabilityacross industriesto derive meaningful conclusions,and in a single

industrystudy,regionalfactorvariationsmay add complexity.
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2.2.3.6 Obtaining Comprehensive Plant Addresses Is Difficult

As mentioned previously, there exists no comprehensive listing of manufacturing

plants that can be used inindustriallocation survey research. Although County Business

Patter'rtsisgenerated from universe listingsand is before not subject to sampling errors,

it is subject to nonsampling errors, as pointed out in Halverson (1988). These include

(i) the inabilityto obtain information about all cases, (2)def!nitionaland classification

problems, (3)differences in interpretation of questions, and (4)errors in recording or

coding the data. Unfortunately, it also does not provide names and addresses of firms,

nor does itshow the actual numbers of new plants sited(or closed) in a period.

As a result, the researcher needing a listingfor a mailing or telephone survey

must rely on the D&B Market IdentifiersFile and on state manufacturing directories.

Dun and Brad'street'sminimum charge is approximately $2000, and many of its records

are not usable because they often include closed or relocated firms but do not include

new branch plants. Although some state manufacturing directories appear to be

comprehensive, many are not. Furthermore, not all state directories are available on

disk or tape, and not all directories include the date when the plant was established --

essentialinformation for those interested in contacting recently established plants. [n

many states, companies must voluntarilysubmit the information that is included in the

directory; thus, many companies simply do not submit information. [n general, unless

significantfunding isavailable,one cannot attain a listingof plants,except perhaps for a

singlestate study.

2.2.3.7 Closed and Relocated Plants Are Not Surveyed

Although one can survey exist:,ngplants, one cannot easily survey plants that

have closed or relocated. A research project investigating locations over a period of

time (e.g.,10 years) willactually be surveying survivingplants rather than aliplants that

were established. The characteristicsof surviving plantsare likelyto be much different

from the larger population of plants that would be considered if all plants that began

operation over a time period were surveyed.

2.2.3.8 Respondents' Answers May Be Biased

Many studies provide respondents with a long list of factors that may have

influenced the location decision. Given this listing,the respondent may check factors

that actually were not important in the location decision but that the respondent believes

are now important after operating in an area. As a result,the researcher may be led to
I

conclude that many factors influenced the location decision,when in fact, few did. Also,

the respondent may believe that answering the questionnaire in a certain way may

favorably influence public policy. For instance,a respondent may cite the importance of

nonunionized labor in a state in order to help keep unions out. Low taxes is another

factor that respondents might cite so that state leaders willbe influenced to believe that

iftaxes are raised, the state willnot be able to attract new industry.
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3 FINDINGS IN THE LITERATURE

3.1 RECENT ECONOMETRIC STUDIES

Wasylenko (1988) summarizes the econometric studies on locating
intermetropolitanmanufacturing firm location in the United States. He reports the

industry,unit of observation,data analyzed, and the significanceof businessclimate
variablesfor studiesconducted by Carlton(1979,1983),Plautand Pluta (1983),Newman
(1983),Bartik(1985),Benson and Johnson (1986),Wasylenko and Mcguire (1985),Stutzer
(1985),Helms (1985),Schmenner, Huber, and Cook (1987),Papke (1987),and Wasylenko

(1988). Studiesnot reviewed by Wasylenko include Oster (1979),Walker and Calzonetti
(1990),and Wheat (1986).

[n separate studies,Carlton (1979,1983) investigatesthe significanceof factors
influencingthe birthof single-plantestablishmentsand branch plantsacross SMSAs in

the late 1960s and early 1970s. He uses DaB filesto obtain the number of plants
establishedin the SMSAs and their employment sizes,and he relates these to the
attributesof the SMSAs. Usinga conditionallogitmodel developedby McFadden (1974),

Carltonanalyzesthe locationof plantsamong discretealternatives.In thisformulation,

the probabilitythat firm i locatesin regionj isa functionof the firm'sc{laracteristics
(branchplantor single-plantestablishment,industry,employment size)and the region's
attributes.Carlton restrictshis investigationto the fabricatedplasticproducts (SlC

3079),communication transmittingequipment (SIC 3662),and electroniccomponents (SIC
3679) industries. Data on SMSAs includewages rates,corporatetaxes,property taxes,

personalincome taxes, electricitycosts,natural gas costs,agglomeration effectsand
birthpotential,engineers,businessclimate,and unemployment rates.

In his 1979 study,Carlton found that wage rates exert a large and significant

impact on the birthof single-establishmentplantsforSICs 3079 and 3662,but wage rates
are insignificant(althoughwith the correctsign)for SIC 3679 (p.34). For SICs 3079 and

3679, energy costs are significantlyrelatedto new births,but energy isnot significant
for SICs 3662. Also significantare coefficientsof a_lomeration and technical

expertise,as measured by number of engineers. For SICs 3662 and 3679, the
unemployment rate is significant and negatively related to new plant births. Carlton
concludes that these findings mean that local economic conditions can influence the birth

of new manufacturing plants, but tax variables are not significant. With regard to branch

plants, energy costs and local economic conditions exert a strong influence on the birth
of new plants,but tax variablesare not significant.

Bartik(1985)alsouses a conditionallogitformulationin examining the decision

to _pen a branch plantinastate. Bartikcorrectsfortwo problems with the econometric
method: the "implausibilityof the independence-of.-irreievantalternatives"assumption,
and the use of areas (suchas SMSAs) as the unitsof observations(1985,p. 14). Bartik

uses micro-leveldata collectedby Schmenner for Fortune 500 companies that located

new plantsin the United States. Schmenner purchased D&B filesfor 1972 and 1978,

compared the listingsto identifypossibleplantopenings and closures,and contacted the
companies for verification(Bartik 1985). Independent variablesin Bartik'sanalysis
includeland area, unionization,taxes,unemployment and workers compensation, road

El
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miles, manufacturing aetivity,education, construction costs, pooulation density, energ.y

prices,and work stoppages.

Barilk concludes that unionization has an extremely strong negative impact on

business location. Also, state corporate taxes appear to negatively influence the

likelihoodof a branch plant being opened in a state. This findingcontradicts many other

studies that show no relationshipbetween such taxes and industry location (Carlton 1979,

1983). In addition,existing manufacturing activityand the number of road miles have a

strong effect on new business location. However, Bartik does not find energy prices and

wages to have a statisticallysignificant impact on new branch plant location in the

preferred specificationof the model,

Wheat conducted two nationwide studies examining the importance of factors

contributing to growth in state manufacturing employment. In his earlierstudy (Wheat

1973), the leading determinants of state manufacturing growth from 1947 to 1963 were

found to be markets)climate, labor, thresholds,resources, and urban attraction. The

threshold variable captures the fact that five western states tack an adequate

developmental base to cross the threshold leading to faster growth. [n this study,

markets were the dominant locational _actor.

Wheat (1986)replicated thisstudy for the period 1963 to 1977 in his evaluation of"

i0 factors contributing to the percent change in manufacturing" employment in the 48

contiguous states. He found that six factors were significant,in the following"order:

markets, climate, labor, t'._'esholds,rurai attraction, and retirees. In a multiple

regression model, these facters proved to have a very high explanatory power. The

retirees variable is used by Wheat as a surrog'atefor amenities on the assumption that

retiree counties "are almost allcharacterized by lakes,seacoasts, or mountains" (Wheat,

1986). In contrast to his earlierstudy, Wheat finds in thisstudy that rural attraction is

the third most important factor. [-{eis hesitant in his explanation of this variable,

suggesting that it could represent the in-migration to rural states, which creates a

growth in manufacturing and agricultural industriesand attracts noncompetitive labor

markets -- Hl of which are consequences of the product-life theory, or the growing

aversion to cities. These ambiguous findings demonstrate the limitations of the

econometric method.

Plaut and Pluta (1983) also conducted a nationwide study to identify factors

contributing to growth across states from 1967 to 1977. They use four groups of

dependent variables (markets, factors of production, environment and climate, and state

business climate) on three measures of industrialgrowth (percent change in real value

added, percent change in employment, and percent change in real capital stock) in

multiple regression models. The models are successful inexplaining from about one-half

to three-quarters of the variance in the growth measures. Plaut and Pluta find that

growth in industrialoutput (measured in terms of value-added) is strongly related to

enerlgy, labor factocs, land, and climate; percent change in employment is related to

climate, labor factors, business climate, taxes, and government expenditures; and

percent change in realcapital stock isrelated to energy, land, markets, business climate,

taxes, and government expenditures.
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Plaut and Pluta conclude that the traditionallocation factors stillexplain most

of the changes _[nindustrialgrowth across states,although the importance of markets is

not as strong as expected. This finding could be a result of the weakness of the market d

variable used by the authors and explained previously. Energy prices and avallability

were somewhat important variables and were a "major determinant of output and capital

stock growth, but relatively minor determinants of employment growth across states."

They conclude that energy has become a much more important variable in explaining

regional industrialgrowth patterns since the 1973 Arab oilembargo.

Newman (1983) tests [[treehypotheses regarding industrialgrowth in the southern

states: Is the growth explalned by differentialsin state and local taxing policies,the

degree of unionization,or bu:_inessclimate (as measured by a right-to-work law)? Using

macro-level data for 13 two-digit manufacturing SIC codes for which these independent

variables are regTessed on changes in industry growth by state, Newman concludes that

corporate tax rate differentials,unionization, and business climate affect industry

migration to the South. Furthermore, taxes and right-to-work laws not only affect

migration to the South, but alsoaffect migration within the South.

Oster (1979), instead of evaluating the attributes of factors important in the

selection of a location, more directly examines the /'actorsrelated to the [ikelihoodthat

a firm would undertake a search. She concludes that a firm ismore _ikelyto search ifit

uses more inputs that display greater regional price variation. However, thisconclusion

rests upon a measure of labor intensiveness of unskilled workers. The search process is

also evaluated by Schmenner, Huber, and Cook (1987), who consider the regional search

and secondary search for Fortune 500 firms. This study isdiscussed in the next section.

A recent study examining that search process in more detail is provided by

Walker and Calzone[tj (1990),who investigatenew plants established in West Virginiaand

eastern Kentucky since 1972.. Plant managers were questioned about their location

search as well as about the cost of'inputs in their production process. Examining the

regional and local search process, Walker and Calzonetti find that a discriminant model

is successful in distinguishing bet_'een searchers and nonsearchers for branch plants

only. For the regional search, the employment size of the plant and energy intensityare

significant. This study region (West Virginia and eastern Kentucky) has the least

expensive electricity costs east of the Mississippi. For the local search, only

transportation is a significantfactor. As will be discussed later, many factor-ranking

studies indicate that proximity to highways isan important consideration in the local

search for manufacturing plants.

In other studies, Benson and Johnson (1986) in a study across the 48 states,

regress the per-capital annual expenditure on manufacturing plant and equipment on

wages, welfare expenditures, state and local debt to personal income, and state and local

taxes to personal income. Their resultsindicate that taxes are an important determinant

of expenditures on manufacturing plant and equipment in states that suppress investment

in manufacturing. Stutzer (1985) finds that small-issue industrialrevenue bonds are not

significantin explaining state employment growth. Finally,as summarized by Wasylenko

(1988), Wasylenko and McGuire (1989) analyze total employment growth in the United

States over the 1973-1980 period for six industries.They find that wages, energy prices,

and per-capita income are important determinants of employment growth. The state
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,pemonal income tax rate has ,I negative impact on employment growth in the wholesale
trade, retailtrade, and finance industries,whereas education expenditures have positive

effects on employment growth for the retailtrade av,d finance industries.

3.2 SURVEY FACTOR-RANKING STUDIES

This section reviews the findings brought forth in numerous major studies that

used the survey factor-ranking method. The studies reviewed include early efforts on

thistopic to the most recent endeavors, lt isevident from these studies that traditional

factors stilldominate the decision-making process; however, "softer issues," such as

publicattitudes and regional amenities, are gaining in importance.

Morgan (1967) provides a good ['eview of 24 early survey studies conducted

mostly during the 1940s, 1950s, and the firsthalf of the 1960s as part of his study of the

importance of taxes and inducements on the location of industry. Seventeen of the

studies reviewed involved questionnaires and seven involved interviews. Most of the

studies were conducted by state organizations,generally the bureaus of business research

at the state universities,and focused on new plants locating in the state. The response

rate for most of the earlierstudies,particularly those conducted for specific slates,was

very high.

Table I, which summarizes the ratings for the questionnaire and interview

studies, shows that the traditional location factors (i.e.,markets, labor, and raw

materials) were the dominant reasons identified by the manufacturers. Almost allof the

studies rated markets (i.e.,market proximity) as the most important location factor.

Taxes and financialinducements were not rated very high in these early studies. Morgan

(p.14) observed that because none of the studies distinguishedbetween the selection of ':

the region of interest and the selection of the plant si_e,the resultsare obscured. This

weakness of early studies was also recognized by Mc_'illan (1965),who argued that the

determinants of plant location become important only when the plant locator is

comparing localities.McMillan reported the resultsof a McGraw-Hill survey that asked

managers of existing plants about the desirable characteristicsof a site for a new plant.

Trucking, land costs, reasonable or low taxes, favorable labor climate, and favorable

attitude toward business were the factors most often cited. However, it isworth noting

thatthese findings are based on the assumption that the location of a branch plant is

being made and that regional factors are ignored.

A recent review of studies examining the factors influencing industriallocation

declsions is provided by Blair and Premus (1987), who review studies by Fortune, Inc.

(1977), Kieschnick (1981), Schmenner (1980), Goldstein (1985), Hekman (1982), INC.

Magazine (1980), Rees (1979), and Premus (1982). Most of the earlier studies were

restricted by location (focusing upon a particular state or region),and they often did not

distinguishamong the different stages of the decision process by which a geographic

location for a company is chosen. The emphasis of more recent studies has been on

selected industries (e.g.,high technology industry),size categories (e.g.,Fortune 500

firms),organizational categories,selected pol{cy variables and regulations,or particular

factors. Researchers have also been clarifyingsome of the factors in recent studiesand

paying more attent{on to quality-of-lifeoi'environmental factors. For instance, the

|II !
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'FABLE 1 Significance of Loeatlon Factors According to
Questionnaire and Interview Sm-veys

Significance Significance
According to According to
Questionnaires Interviews

Factor Primary Some Little Primary Some Little

Markets 16 i - 6 1 -
Labor I0 7 - 3 4 -
Raw materials i0 6 - 3 4 -

Transportation 7 i0 - - 6 -
Taxes I 3 13 - - 1
Financial - - 13 - 0 7

Source: Morgan (1967).

variable is now often subdivided into wage rates, labor productivity, and unionization.

quality of life is now recognized as an important factor in hiring and maintaining a
highly edueated and mobile work force for many industries.

In some studies of particular states or regions, the research question restricts the
geographic scope of the study. Kiesehniek, for example, who was interested in the role
of business incentives on industry location, surveyed firms in only the 12 states that

8utomatieally offer investment or _mptoyment incentives.

Blair and Premus observe that the traditional loeation factors, found to be most

significant in the review undertaken by Morgan in the 1960s, were also significant in
recent surveys, but that "softer issues," such as attitudes toward business, were growing

in signifieanee. In his survey of 891 high-teeh eompany executives, Premus (1982) found
that the availability of teehnieal labor and the eost of labor are major considerations,

followed by proximity to a university system and by taxes. Attributes of the community
were also considered important, whereas raw materials, energy, elimate, and

transportation of goods were not rated highly (Blair and Premus, 1987, p. 79).

Possibly the most comprehensive work in recent years has been conducted by
Sehmenner. In addition to using large surveys, Sehmenner has distinguished between the

regional and loeal search. In his study of firms locating in Cineinnati and New England,
Sehmenner (19"/8) found that proximity to markets was the most important factor in the

rel_ional search for 7196 of the Cincinnati firms and 51% of the New England firms.

Sehmenner's Fortune 500 study found that favorable labor climate was the most
important faetor, followed by proximity to markets (Sehmenner 1982). In a later study,

Sehmenner, Huber, and Cook (1987) used both micro- and macro-data in a two-stage logit
model to identify the faetors that were significant to large companies that eonsidered
more than one state as they were choosing where to locate 114 new plants. In the first

.... ii'l_ ' II I{t_lr '_ ...... Im',l "llr' " '" lr II.... I,, MI'I ...... I_i,,, lp I1' li IIl'l'_llqllql" '" "' Irt_" ...... IIi"' 'lll"rl,
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stage, in which the plant manager identifiesa few statesof interest,lower labor union

activity,lower building costs, warmer climates, and lower population densities were

found to be significantfactors, ltwas much more difficultto explain the choice in the

second stage of the location decision. The results, however, do support the view tha'c

when branch plants are sited,consideration is given to unionization and other physical
and socioeconomic attributesof states.

The above studies suggest that traditional factors stillplay a role in location

dec!slons,particularly when one distinguishesamong the plant location decisions for new

firms, branch plants,and firms expanding capacity on site. The literatureshows that for

manufacturers in general, labor-related factors are stillextremely important in choosing

locations for branch plants and that market factors are important in choosing locations

for single-plant establishments. For example, Hake, Ploch, and Fox (1985), in a mail

questionnaire study of 325 firms in Tennessee that opened between 1980 and 1983,

compare the importance of factors across different types of plants. For new

establishments, access to markets was the highest rated factor, followed by a desire to

avoid unions. For branch plants, the desire to avoid unions and locate in a pro-business

state dominated, supporting the findings of Schmenner, Huber, and Cook (1987). For

those firms that considered other states before locating in Tennessee, the top three

factors were (1)less union Influence, (2)right-to-work laws, and (3)pro-business

attitudes of state government. Labor was also the highest-rated factor in a survey of

manufacturing firm presidents who located or considered locating in Arkansas, another

sunbelt state (Epping and Napier 1984). Taxes followed labor as the second most

important factor for firms that located in Arkansas and for firms that considered

Arkansas but located elsewhere.

The persistent importance of labor is shown in studies at the national [evel.

Kieschnick (1981) found that market factors were particularlyimportant for new sing!e-

plant establishments, but the most important factors for branch plantswere labor supply

and unionization. However, Kieschnick obtained responses from only 32 branch plants in

his study. Stafford (1985),who reported the resultsof 54 interviews with executives and

104 mail questionnaires, found that labor was most important consideration for branch

plants in local searches for new plant sites. At the national and regional levels, tl_e

market factor was most important factor,according to Stafford.

Labor has also been shown to be important in a state with traditionallystrong

labor unions. In a study in which 406 Michigan plant managers were asked about the

factors they would look for if they wanted to expand or relocate, Schmitt, Marcus,

Gleason, and Pigozzi (1985) found that manufacturers would look for areas with high

worker productivity, good labor relations,low cost of workers compensation, and low

wages.

Thus, it appears that although personal and "softer issues"are more important

now than in the past, there isstillevidence that the traditionalfactors play a significant

role in the locat.ionof manufacturing plants. However, most of the more recent studies

have been restricted by location, industry,or firm type, and thus itisdifficultto draw

general conclusions. In the following section, results of a recent nationwide survey are

explored, with particularattention given to the western states.
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4 FACTORS INFLUENCING INDUSTRIAL LOCATION
IN THE WEb-'TERN STATES

A very recent study conducted by West VirginiaUniversity(WVU) allows for a
regional breakdown of results.* This study, funded by the Ecouomic Development
Administration,is a nationwide survey of new manufacturing plantsthat have started

, operationssince 1978. ltcovers allindustriesand includesnew plantswith fiveor more II
employees. Two sources were used to obtain the listingof plants: the Dd_B Market
IdentifiersFileand selectedstate manufacturin_directories.The D&B filewas used to

obtain listingsfor new plantsnationally,since state manufacturing directoriesdo not

provide complete national coverage. A simple random sample of 2710 new _
manufacturing plants that began operation since 1978 was drawn from the Market

IdentifiersFile. Although this filehas been acclaimed as a virtualcensus of U.S.
businesses(Struyk 197Z; Malecki 1985),our experience has been similarto those who

have found the fileinadequate in many respects (Schmenner 1982;Schwartz 1987). In
additionto the plantsobtained from the Market identifiersFile,t0%-stratifiedrandom

samples were drawn from ?.8manufacturingdirectories.

A mail questionnairesurvey was designedby WVU researchersand the Economic

Development Administrationcontractofficer.This questionnairecontainedsectionson
the characteristicsof the plantand firm,factorsinfluencingthe regionalsearch,factors

influencingthe localsearch,and the importance of electricityas a factorinthe location
decision.A regionalsearch isdescribedas the selectionof one stateota multistatearea

beforespecificlocalitiesare considered.A localsearch isdescribedas the selectionof a

specifictown, metropolitanarea, or other localityfor a new plant. Respondents were
asked to indicatethe importance of locationfactorsfor separate listsof regionaland

)ocalfactors. A follow-uppostcard was mailed to those who did not respond to the

initial mailing, and if no response was forthcoming, telephone surveys we."e conducted.
As of September 1988, 739 questionnaires were returned completed, coded, and filed.

The following discussion uses these responses as its basis.

First, this report provides a summary of rankings of regional factors given by

respondents who sited their manufacturing plant after a regional search was conducted.
Nationwide totals are used. Next this report considers the factors important in a local

search. Finally, the rankings of local [actors are compared for the Mountain States,
Midwest, and Southeast. Mountain states include Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming. Midwestern states include Illinois, Indiana,

Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin. Southeastern (South Atlantic) states include Alabama,
the District of Columbia, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina,

Virginia, and West Virginia.

*Because no reporthas been prepared forthe WVU study,the raw data resultswere used

forpreparingthissection.
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14.11 REGIONAL SEARCH

Of the 739 respondents, 174 (23.5%) conducted' a search across re_ions when

selecting a site for theiv new manufacturing plant. Table 2 summarizes the rankings of

the l_cation,factors for all plants,single-plant establishments, and branch plants. The

table summarizes the frequencies for those who replied that a particular factor was

either the "s_ng}e most important'"factor or a "very important" factor in their selection

of a general region of the country before they chose a particular locality within that

region.

Markets and labor were tied as being the top two factors for allplants,with ii0

responses each. However, 53 respondents said tha_ markets were tl_e single most

important factor, and 31 respondents claimed that labor was the single most important

factor. Land and taxes were rated as the third and fourth most important factors. Only

8 respondents said that land was the singlemost important factor, and 5 respondents said

that taxes were most important. The remaining factors, in order of importance, are

personal reasons, education, resources, nontax incentives, electricity prices, and

proximity to suppliers. Many respondents listed personal reasons or resources as the

single most important factor, lt is expected that certain manufacturers are tied to

partic_Jlarresources and must have access to theae resources. Although land, taxes, and

education had high combined scores, few manufacturers said that these factors were the

single most important factor, which indicates that even. though these are desirable

characteristics,they are not absolutely necessary.

Single-plant establishments and branch plants rank markets and labor as the top

two factors. [n both cases, the combined scores are equal, but many more respondents

said that markets were the single most important factor. For sin_le--plant

establishments, land was the third-ranked factor, followed by personal reasons, taxes,

resources, proximity to suppliers,electricity,education, and amenities. Personal reasons

are much more important to single-plant establishments, where this factor is rated

fourth, than to branch plants, where the factor israted tenth. Taxes were rated third by

branch plants but fifth by singte-plant establishments, lt is also interesting that

managers of branch plants rated education as being more important than did managers of

single-plant establishments. The importance of the availabilityof an educated work

force was also found by Wasylenko (1988) to be positively related to manufacturing

employment gTowth.

In summary, these resultsindicate that the traditionallocation factors (markets,

labor,land, taxes) are stilldominant. Resources a_'enot listedamong the top factors but

are of secondary importance to many plants. Table 2 reveals few surprises in light of

what isalready known about factors influencing industriallocation decisions.

4.2 LOCAL SEARCH

Table 3 summarizes the rankings of plants that undertook a local search. There

is some difference between the rankings of factors for single-plant establishments and

branch p.tants. Markets are the major _L_...... _,_L L,_a.... _'"_."-;"_'1_-_'1_"+_'---..........,-¢e_hl_hrn_nt.q.=..... _ , Followed bv

highways, nonunion labor, and vacant sites. For branch plants, nonunion labor scored
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highest,but more respondentsregarded markets as the singlemost important factorthan

any other factor. Land costsand wages were alsohighlyrated by branch plants. Three
of the top four factorscitedby branch plantswere cost-relatedfactors.The availability

of a vacant plantor shellbui}dingwas ratedhighlyby single-plantestablishmentsbut was
not rated as important by branch plants. Also, inducements did not seem to play an

important role either for single-plantestablishmentsor for branch plants in their
selectionof a localityfortheirnew plant.

Table 4 compares the rankings for various attributesof a localitygiven by
managers of single-plantestablishmentsin the Mountain, Midwest, and South Atlantic

regionsof the United Stateswhen decidingwhether to open a new plant. The presenceof
nonunion .laborwas most important to managers in the Midwest and South Atlantic,but

markets and highways were rated most highly by managers in the Mountain States.

Liveabilitywas also highlyrated in the Mountain Stateswhen compared with the other
two regions.
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5 IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH ON PERCEPTION-BASED IMPACTS

This report has provided a general background on state-of-the-art methods lo:

determining the importance of regional factors in industriallocation decision making.

Econometric and survey-based factor-ranking methods have been described, and major

findings from a review of the literatureon studies that used these methods have been

presented., It is evident that not much research has been conducted to show whether

perceptions of a region or area are important factors that are considered when industrial

location decisions are made in the United States. There may be two explanations for the

absence of perceptions as a potential factor. First,public perceptions about a region

may actually not be a significant factor in the selection of a location for a new

manufacturing facility. The other possibilityis that they may indeed be a factor, but

studies to date have not brought that fact to light. For example, ifthe factor has been

important, itprobably affects only a small number of establishments. Thus, the factor's

significance or insignificancecan not be discerned through, macro-studies. Furthermore,

the perceptions associated with noxious facilitiesin a region are iikelyto be important at

the local search level but not at the regional search leveL. Cross-sectional studies that

use a state as the geographic unit of observation would not be likelyto reveal that a

local variable influenced either a location decision or the distributionof manufacturing

activity. Another point is that researchers may not have designed their studies to test

whether perceptions about noxious facilitiesare important in a location decision.

Although studies can be designed to test for the significance of minor factors that

contribute to a location decision, it appears that the perceptions about noxious facilities

have not yet been investigated in industrial}ocation literature.

Although factor-ranking studies have not found that public pet'ceptionisa factor

that influences location decisions, they do demonstrate that amenities or personal

reasons are very important in many cases,particularlyat the local Level for single-plant

establishments_ Researchers have been clarifyingsome of these factors in recent studies

and are paying more attention to quality-of-lifeand environmental factors. Quality of

life is now recognized as an important factor for many industries in hiring and

maintaining a highly educated and mobile work force. Thus, business people are

concerned about the desiraolecharacteristicsof locations in which to open a plant.

Recent results do support the view that branch plants are sited with

consideration given to unionization and other physical and socioeconomic attributes of

states. Results from the WVU survey show that western regions are often considered for

the amenities they offer to a work force. [fthe nuisance factor associated with a large

hazardous facilitylocated in the region overpowers the positive amenities of the area,

the location decision could be affected.

A major problem in determining the importance that public perceptions may have

played in industriallocation decisions is the difficultyo_"obtaining information about

locations that have been rejected for specific .reasons. In some studies,such as the one

conducted by Schmenner, Huber, and Cook (1987),respondents were asked to Listareas

rejected in their search. For the most part, however, very littleinformation has been

collected about rejected locations. Future studies examining thisissue may find that the

concern about noxious facilitiesis a factor in the decision against a particular site.

rlowever, aL pre_enL, i_Lo_VLU_LL,.:=i_ I__=L'_-_ _,,_o_ _ _,.,_e,'-',._ such a h3;'_..........
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